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Please , remember to ….

Silence your cell phone

Stay positive

Ask whatever you 
want to



The Agenda..

By the end of this session , audiences 

would be expected to know the answers of 

the following questions :

What is student- centered assessment ?

Why do we even assess ?

How is it implemented in the classroom ?

When is it implemented ?

What is the impact ? 

What is self-assessment/peer assessment /  

exhibitions / and process portfolios ?



Ice breaker

The food challenge



• The word ―assess‖ comes from the Latin 

verb  ―assidere‖ meaning ― to sit with‖.

In assessment one is supposed to sit with 

the learner. This implies it is something we 

do ―with‖ and ― for‖ students and not ― to ― 

students ( Green , 1999 ).  

What Does The Word Assess 
Mean ?



What Is Assessment?

• The complex process that uses 

specific tools and procedures aimed 

at identifying the impact of school 

programs and curricula on students’ 

learning in cognitive, affective, and 

psychomotor terms (Boboc, 

Nordgren, and Harper, 2009).



• Assessment is a process in 

which rich, usable, credible feedback 

from an act of teaching or 

curriculum-comes to be reflected 

upon by an academic community, 

and then is acted on by that 

community-a department or college -

within its commitment to get smarter 

and better at what it does. . . . 

Assessment. . . is a community effort 

to reflect, judge, and improve 

.(Marchese, 1997, p. 93).



Why Do We Even Assess?

• Feedback to instructors – improve 
teaching

• Feedback to students – promote 
growth and development

• Accountability requirements
(student learning outcomes 
assessment as well as academic 
program review) – modify curricula



Why Assess Students ?

• To gather evidence of student learning

• To inform instruction

• To motivate students and increase 

students achievement

Assessment in education is the process of 

gathering , interpreting , recording and 

using information about pupil’s responses 

to an educational task. ( Harlen, 

Gipps,broadfoot,nuttal 1992 )   



Use the words to fill in the boxes

Enjoyable

Full of Practice

Meaningful

Purposeful

Social

Supported



Student-Centered Activities

Teacher’s role

Student’s role

Time management

Meaningful learning



• More as a facilitator 

• More flexible 

• More on-going assessments

• Formative assessment V.S 

summative assessment

Teacher’s role in a Student-

Centered Activity



Student’s role in a Student-

Centered Activity 

• More opportunity to practice their 4 
skills (LSRW)

• More chance to interact with their 
classmates (pair or groups)

• More active and kinesthetic  

• More responsible for their own 
learning 



• Things you need to consider when 

creating activities:

• A. Grouping (battleship)

• B. Does this activity involve most 

students (grammar drills)

• C. Does this activity get everyone 

involved in a reasonable amount of time. 

Time management in a 

Student-Centered activity



• Is the activity related to students’  

real-life situation?

• Can students practice their higher 

order thinking skills from this activity?

Meaningful Learning



Comparison of Paradigms 

Teacher-Centered

Assessment is used to monitor learning. 

Teaching and assessing are separate.

Learner-Centered
Assessment is used to promote and 

diagnose learning. Teaching and 
assessing are intertwined.



Generalization

• Formative Assessment:

- Formal and informal process teachers and 

students use to gather evidence for the purpose 

of improving learning.

• Summative Assessment:

- Assessments that provide evidence of student 

achievement for the purpose of making a 

judgment about student competence or program 

effectiveness.



Conceptual Framework

• Assessment of learning

• Assessment for learning

• Assessment as learning

Is there any difference among them? 



3 Types of Assessment

• Assessment FOR Learning

- Formative Assessment

- Informs students and teachers

• Assessment As Learning

- Student’s Metacognition

• Assessment OF Learning

- Summative/Final/Official Assessment

- Evaluation of students by teachers









Why these shifts in assessment ?

A change in the mission of schools :

A shift from a focus on sorting and ranking 

students to focus on leaving no child behind.

A strong research base :

Evidence of the substantial impact on student 

achievement.



Shift in Role of Assessment

Did the students 
“get it”?

Did the teacher
make good 
instructional 
choices?

Test at the end of 
learning: on to 
next topic

Test provides 
information to 
adjust teacher’s 
plan to assure 
learning for all



Shift in role of assessment

Instructional focus on 
exposure and/or 
coverage, teacher puts 
information out there, 
students responsible for 
learning it

Focus on students’ 
mastery, teacher makes 
adjustments and changes 
on the fly in response to 
student strengths and 
weaknesses, teacher 
responsibility for learning

Goal to cover 
everything, test 
everything

Teacher teaches 
key concepts 
deeply, assesses 
for main ideas







How to answer the three guiding 
questions:

• Seven strategies of Formative Assessment

Where am I going? 

1. Provide a clear and understandable version of the learning 

targets.

2. Use examples of strong and weak work.

Where am I now?

3. Offer regular descriptive feedback.

4. Teach students to self-assess and set goals.

How can I close the gap?

5. Design lessons to focus on one aspect of quality at a time.

6. Teach students focused re vision.

7. Engage students in self-reflection and let them document and 

share their learning.





Levels of Assessment

• Knowledge refers to the substantive content of the 
curriculum namely the facts and information that the 
student acquires.

• Process refers to the cognitive operations that the  
student performs on facts and information for the 
purpose of constructing meanings and understandings. 

• Understandings refers to enduring big ideas, 
principles and generalizations inherent to the discipline 
which are assessed using the facets of 
understandings.

• Products / Performances refers to real-life application 
of understanding as evidenced by the student’s 
performance of authentic tasks.











Types of Assessment Tools



Assessment Tools

• Knowledge – traditional tools e.g. paper & 

pencil test using multiple choice , true-or-false 

or matching type tests and constructed 

response tests. 

• Process or Skills – outline , organize, analyze 

, interpret , translate , convert or express 

information in another form or format ; draw 

analogies ; construct graphs , flowcharts and 

mind maps or graphic organizers ; or transform 

a textual presentation into a diagram . 



Assessment Tools

• Understandings – facts of understandings

• Products & Performances – authentic 

products or performance tasks that a student is 

expected to do to demonstrate his/her 

understanding.



• The test of a good teacher is not how many 

questions s/he can ask his pupils that they will 

answer readily , but how many questions s/he 

inspires them to ask him which s/he finds it hard 

to answer. 

Alice Wellington Rollins



Formative Assessment Tools

• Guided Notes with Student Input

• Group Discussion Generating Examples/Non-
Examples



Task

Origami



Principles OF GOOD ASSESSMENT PRACTICE 

1. The assessment of student learning begins with educational 

values. 

2. Assessment is most effective when it reflects an understanding of 

integrated and revealed in performance over time. 

3. Assessment works best when the programs it seeks to improve 

have clear, explicitly stated purposes. 

4. Assessment requires attention to outcomes but also and equally 

to the experiences that lead to those outcomes. 

5. Assessment works best when it is ongoing, not episodic. 

6. Assessment fosters wider improvement when representatives 

from across the educational community are involved.

7. Assessment makes a difference when it begins with issues of use 

and illuminates questions people really care about.

8. Assessment is most likely to lead to improvement when it is part 

of a larger set of conditions that promote change. 

9. Through assessment, educators meet responsibilities to students 

and to the public. 



Formative Assessment Process



Formative Assessment Process



Successful assessment: 

1.Flows from the institution's mission. 

2. Has a conceptual framework. 

3. Has faculty ownership/responsibility. 

4. Has institution-wide support. 

5. Uses multiple measures. 

6. Provides feedback to students and the 
institution. 

7. Is cost-effective. 

8. Does not restrict or inhibit goals of access, 
equity, and diversity established by the institution. 

9. Leads to improvement. 

10. Includes a process for evaluating the 
assessment program. 



Implications for classroom practice

• Share learning goals with students.

• Involve students in self-assessment.

• Provide feedback that helps students recognize 
their next steps and how to take them.

• Be confident that every student can improve.

Assessment AS Learning

Develops students :

• Skills of metacognition

• Critical thinking skills

• Communication and interpersonal skills



What is self-assessment ?

• Self-assessment is simply a matter of having 

students identify strengths and weaknesses in 

their own work and revise accordingly . 

Effective self-assessment involves students 

comparing their work to clear standards and 

generating feedback for themselves about 

where they need to make improvements .  It is 

a tool that can promote learning if it is used 

while the learning is taking place . In order for 

self-assessment to be effective , students must 

be able to use their self- generated feedback to 

revise and improve their work before it is due 

for grading . After students self-assess and 

revise their work , they can turn it in for a grade.



What is not self-assessment ?

• Self-assessment is not a process by 

which students determine their own 

grades . Although students tend to be 

quite honest when asked to formatively 

self-assess , the temptation to inflate a 

summative self-evaluation is often too 

great . Self-assessment is about 

promoting learning and achievement , 

not about grading . Self-assessment also 

is not something that happens after an 

assignment is complete and students are 

ready to turn it in for a final grade . . 



What is Peer Assessment ?

• Peer Assessment is simply a matter of 

students giving informed feedback to 

one another on an assignment . Effective 

peer assessment is related to clear 

standards and is supported by a 

constructive proceed of critique . Peer 

assessment is a valuable tool because 

feedback from peers can be delivered 

with more immediacy and in greater 

volume than teacher process , on 

works–in-progress, and be followed by 

opportunities for students to use the 

feedback they received to revise their 

work .



What is not Peer Assessment ?

• Peer Assessment is not a process by 

which peers determine grades for one 

another . Although some teachers have 

had success with peer grading , turning 

peer assessment into peer evaluation is 

risky and may lead to negative attitudes 

towards the peer assessment process . 

In general , peer provide feedback ; 

teachers provide grades .



What is An Exhibition ?

• An exhibition is a high-stakes demonstration of 

mastery that occurs at a culminating academic 

moments , such as the end of a school year or 

at graduation .

• Exhibitions are summative assessments , but 

the process of building up to a final exhibition 

includes ongoing assessment , feedback , and 

revision . Exhibitions are open to the public , 

and community members and local experts are 

often invited to attend . Because exhibitions 

involve extensive preparation , they are most 

successful when adopted on a school-wide 

basis.



What is Not An Exhibition ?

• An exhibition is not something that simply 

happens at the end of the unit , detached from 

prior learning. An exhibition is the end result of 

an extended , in-depth period of learning . An 

exbition provides evidence that students have 

mastered specific content and standards . 

Exhibitions are not limited to the fine arts . 

Students can use exhibitions to demonstrate 

mastery in all domains.



What is A Process Portfolio?

• A process portfolio is a purposeful 

collection of student work that 

documents student growth from novice 

to master . Successful process portfolio 

actively engage students in their creation 

, especially in determining their goals , 

selecting work to be included , and 

reflecting on how each piece 

demonstrates progress towards their 

goals. 



What is Not A Process Portfolio?

• A process portfolio is not a collection of a 

student’s best work . Showcase portfolios serve 

that purpose. The purpose of a process 

portfolio is to promote student reflection and 

ownership over the learning process . By 

having students set goals for their process 

portfolios , decide which works to include in 

them , and reflect on how to chosen pieces 

document growth , student learning becomes 

more self-regulated. Process portfolios should 

not be as large-scale, summative evaluations –

they work best when used formatively , for 

classroom- level assessment purposes.



• Formative Assessment : Helping Students 

Grow:

What do class discussions , quick writes , reader 

response journals , quizzes , and writing 

conferences all have in common ? 

They are all examples of the wide range of 

classroom-based activities that teachers use to 

measure how well their students are learning.

Good teaching requires that you give students 

feedback along the way in class . They can’t 

always assess themselves . Formative 

assessments enable teachers to show students 

what they do know and have mastered and to 

point out what they need to spend more time with 

before the next quiz or test or whatever comes 

next .  



I can’t imagine teaching for more than a 

day without getting a sense of how the 

students are responding to the material .  

Formative assessment is just as important 

as summative . 



• THREE KEY STEPS FOR EFFECTIVE SELF-

ASSESSMENT:
• Effective self-assessment involves at least three steps: 

1. CLEAR PERFORMANCE TARGETS In order for self-assessment to be 

effective, students must have clear targets to work toward. In other words, 

students must know what counts! Clear criteria for assignments that will be 

graded should be made available to students before work on the task begins. 

The assessment criteria can be created by the teacher or co-created with 

students. 

2. CHECKING PROGRESS TOWARD THE TARGETS This is where the actual 

self-assessment takes place. Once students know the performance targets 

(step 1), they create a draft of the assignment, compare the draft to the targets, 

and identify areas of strength and areas for improvement. 

3. REVISION Using the self-generated feedback from step 2, students revise 

their draft, trying to close the gaps between their work and the targets. This 

step is crucial. If students don’t have the chance to revise and improve their 

work, and possibly their grades, they are unlikely to take the self-assessment 

process seriously

HOW CAN I USE SELF-ASSESSMENT 
WITH MY STUDENTS?



USING RUBRICS AND CHECKLISTS TO 
GUIDE SELF-ASSESSMENT

• WHAT IS A RUBRIC?

A rubric is usually a 1-2 page document that has two 

features: 1. Clearly stated criteria or learning targets for a 

given assignment. 2. Descriptive levels or gradations of 

quality for each criterion, ranging from excellent to poor. See 

page 4 for an example of a writing rubric.

• WHY USE A RUBRIC?

A rubric can be a very effective tool for guiding student 

self-assessment. Because it includes vivid descriptions of 

what excellent and poor work look like, a rubric can help 

students get a strong sense of the quality of their work and—

perhaps more importantly—provide guidance about how to 

improve it. 



• WHAT IS A CHECKLIST? 

A checklist is similar to a rubric in that it lists the learning 

targets, or criteria (what counts), but it does not include the 

gradations of quality, which is characteristic of rubrics. See 

page 6 for an example of a mathematics checklist.

• WHEN SHOULD I USE A CHECKLIST INSTEAD OF A 

RUBRIC? 

Rubrics are excellent tools for guiding self-assessment 

but checklists can work equally well, or better, depending on 

the assignment. For larger, complex assignments, rubrics 

typically work best. For shorter, less complex assignments, 

checklists are often more appropriate



Formative assessment 

promotes growth and 

encourages autonomy

Assumption : 



• Involves intrinsic motivation 

• Encourages reflection

• Requires prompt feedback

• Required shared 

understanding 

Factors :



A Japanese ship leaves everyday

Think Twice…



Formative assessments include 

both formal and informal methods :

• Ungraded quizzes

• Oral questioning

• Observations

• Draft work

• Think-alouds

• Student-constructed concept maps

• Dress rehearsals

• Peer response groups

• Portfolio reviews



Discuss:

How can formative 

assessment be authentic?!

Task :



1)  Assessment require clear thinking and effective 

communication:

Those who develop and use high quality 

assessments must share a highly refined focus.  

They must be clear thinkers , capable of 

communicating effectively , both to those being 

assessed and those who must understand the 

assessment results.

2)  Classroom assessment is the key:

Teachers direct the assessments that determine 

what students learn and how those students feel 

about the learning . Nearly all assessment events 

that take place in students’ lives happen at the 

behest of their teachers.

A set of Guiding Principles



3)  Students are assessment users :

Students are the most important users of 

assessment results. Students are consumers of 

assessment results – high from the time students 

arrive at school, they look at their teachers for 

evidence of success. If that early evidence 

suggest they are succeeding , what begins to 

grow in them is a sense of hopefulness and an 

expectation of more success in the future.

4)  Clear and appropriate targets are essential:

The quality of any assessment depends first 

and foremost on the clarity and appropriateness of 

our definition of the achievement target to be 

assessed.



5)  High quality assessment is a must :

High quality assessment is essential in all assessment 

contacts. Sound assessments must satisfy five specific quality 

standards:

1. Clear targets           2.  Focused purpose

3.   Proper method         4. Sound sampling

5. Accurate assessment free of bias and distortion

6)  Understand the personal implications:

Assessment is an interpersonal activity. The principle has 

two important dimensions. The first has to do with the 

important reality of life in classrooms : Students are people and 

teachers are people , too , and sometimes we like each other 

and sometimes we don’t. Second , assessment is very 

complex in that it virtually always is accompanied by personal 

anecdotes and personal consequences.



7)  Assessment as teaching and learning :

Assessment and instruction can be one and 

the same , if and when we want them to be.



Task ….

Change into verbs



Service                                        ……………

Shop                                            …………… 

Supply                                          ………….... 

Slave                                           ……………. 

Large                                           ……………

Omission                                      …………… 

Computer                                      ……………

Proposal                                       ……………

Modern                                         .…………... 

Effect                                          ……………

Half                                             ……………

Breath                                          …………… 

Simple                                          …………… 

Game                                            …………...



Service                                        ……………
Shop                                            …………… 
Supply                                          ………….... 
Slave                                           ……………. 
Large                                           ……………
Omission                                      …………… 
Computer                                      ……………
Proposal                                       ……………
Modern                                         .…………... 
Effect                                          ……………
Half                                             ……………
Breath                                          …………… 
Simple                                          …………… 
Game                                            …………...

Serve
shop
supply
enslave
enlarge
omit

compute
propose

modernize
affect
halve
breathe
simplify
gamify



Types of Achievement Targets
1. Knowledge Targets : 

Teachers expect students to master some content. This 

is more than memorizing facts. One masters content when 

one gains control over it; when one understands and is 

able to retrieve the specific material for use as needed .  

Control is gained by either building into one structure of 

knowledge , by learning it outright , or through the effective 

use of appropriate reference materials. In other words , 

knowledge can be used equally effectively from either 

source.

2.   Reasoning Target:

Rarely do we (or should we) ask students to master 

content merely for the sake of knowing it.  It’s virtually 

always the case we want students to be able to use the 

information to 



Reason and solve certain kinds of problems . It’s 

incumbent upon us to define precisely what we mean by 

reasoning and problem-solving proficiency.  In order to help 

students master effective reasoning , we must first 

ourselves be confident , competent masters of the 

judgment criteria.

3. Skill Targets:

In the most classrooms there are things teachers want 

their students to be able to do. Instances for which the 

measurement of attainment is the student’s ability to 

demonstrate certain kinds of skills or behaviors , for 

example , elementary group activity , middle school 

Science lab , high school public speaking or presentations . 

In all of these cases , success lies in being able to define a 

clear term using words , examples , or both , what it means 

to do it well.



4. Product Targets:

Yet another way for students to succeed 

academically is through creating quality product  

- tangible entities that exist independently of the 

performer but that present evidence in their 

quality that the student has mastered 

foundational knowledge  , requisite reasoning 

and problem-solving proficiencies and specific 

production skills . Examples might include a term 

paper , and/or a school shop project . 



5.  Dispositional Targets: 

category of valued targets is quite broad ad complex and 

includes those characteristics that go beyond the academic 

into the realms of the effective and personal feeling states , 

such as attitudes towards something , sense of academic 

self-confidence or interest in something that motivationally 

predisposes a person to do or not to do something.

Examples could include the student’s attitude or feelings 

towards the teacher , the content , the assessment methods 

, etc.    Since these effective and social dimensions of 

learners are quite complex , thoughtful assessment is 

essential.



Assessment Options

1.  Selected Response Assessment : 

This category includes all of the objectively scored paper 

and pencil test formats.  The respondent is asked a series of 

questions , each of which is accompanied by a range of 

alternative responses .  The respondent’s task is to select 

either the correct or the best answer .  These might include 

multiple choice , true : false , matching , short answers , fill in 

items .

2.  Essay Assessment : 

In this case , the respondent is provided with an exercise ( or 

set of exercises ) that calls for the preparation of an 

extended written answer. Respondents might be asked to 

answer a question or to provide an explanation of the 

solution to a complex problem .



3. Performance Assessment :

In this case , the respondent actually carries out a 

specific activity under the watchful eye of the 

evaluator who observes performance and makes 

judgment as to the quality of achievement 
demonstrated .

4. Personal Communication Assessment :

One of the most common ways teachers gather 

information about day-to-day student achievement 

in the classroom is to talk to them. We don’t often 

think of this assessment in the same sense of 

multiple choice or a performance assessment , but 

on reflection , it can become clear that certain 

forms of personal communication definitely do 

represent assessments of student achievement . 



Matching Methods with Targets

The challenge for the professional is then to 

address all seven guiding principles of quality 

classroom assessment ; by developing a quality 

Assessment Plan  which matches the appropriate 

assessment method with the desired achievement 

targets .
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• …the individuals learning the most in the typical 

classrooms are the teachers there. They have 

reserved for themselves the very conditions that 

promote learning: What I know best I have 

taught… integrating it with what is known, 

organizing it in a meaningful way, and 

explaining it to others

What I know best I have 

taught… 



Outcomes? 

Can students gather and evaluate new

information, think critically, reason 
effectively, and solve problems?



Values and Attitudes about 
Assessment 

1. Teachers value and believe in students.

2. Sharing learning goals with the students

3. Involving students in self-assessment

4. Providing feedback that helps students 
recognize their next steps and how to take 
then.

5. Being confident that every student can 
improve

6. Reading students with examples of what we 
expect from them. 



Nature and Purpose of Assessment

• Assessment shall be holistic , with emphassis
on the formative or developmental purpose of 
quality assuring student learning.

• It also standards-based as it seeks to ensure 
that teachers will teach to the standards and 
students will aim to meet or even exceed the 
standards.

• The students’ attainment of standards in terms 
of content and performance is , therefore , a 
critical evidence of learning .



The conclusion…

• Learner-centered Assessment

• There are four fundamental elements of learner-
centered assessment.

• 1. Formulate statements of intended learning 
outcomes

• Intended learning outcomes inform students about 
the intentions of faculty

• Intended learning outcomes are student focused 
rather than professor – focused

• Intended learning outcomes focus on the learning 
resulting from an activity rather than on the activity 
itself



• 2. Design or select data gathering measures to 
assess whether or not the intended learning 
outcomes have been achieved. Assessment 
measures should include both authentic and 
objective assessments.

• 3.The third element in the assessment process is 
ensuring that students have experiences both in 
and outside their courses that help them achieve 
the intended learning outcomes.

• 4. Assessment results are used to improve learning 
through a review and revision process

Huba, M. & Freed, J (2000).Learner-centered assessment on college campuses: 
Shifting the focus from teaching to learning. Allyn and Bacon: Needham Heights

http://jfmueller.faculty.noctrl.edu/toolbox/whatisit.htm


The End


